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Looking for Just One Thing 
  
You may remember the 1991 comedy “City Slickers.” It was about 
three men, friends now approaching middle age, who spend some 
vacation time each year doing something in stark contrast with their 
city lifestyle.  
 
They decide to vacation together on a cattle drive helping a posse of 
seasoned cowboys move a herd of cattle across the plains with the 
hope that, in the process, they might get in touch with their true 
selves, and learn something useful about the meaning of life.  

 

 

The boss of the cattle drive is a leathery old cowboy named Curly. He’s mean and he’s 
tough, and he can do anything with a rope, a whip, or a knife. But in his hard and rugged 
way he is also very wise. 
 
In one scene Curly is riding alongside one of the city slickers and their conversation 
takes a philosophical turn. Against the backdrop of an open sky, clear streams and 
jaggedly beautiful scenery, the man on vacation turns to Curly and says with longing: 
“Your life makes sense to you.”  
 
To which Curly replies: “You city folk. You worry a lot. How old are you? Thirty-eight?”   
 
“Thirty-nine,” the man says.  
 
“You all come up here about the same age. You spend fifty weeks getting knots in your 
rope and you think two weeks up here will untie them for you. None of you get it.” He 
pauses a minute and then he goes on, “You know what the secret to life is?”  
 
“No, what?” says the man.  
 
“One thing. Just one thing. You stick to that, and everything else don’t mean nothing.”  
 
“That’s great,” says his companion, “but what’s the one thing?”  
 
After a moment Curly replies, “That’s what you’ve got to figure out.”  
 
Maybe I’m catching you, in this summer season, with some knots to untie in your own 
rope. Or maybe you’re getting closer and closer to being able to focus on that one thing 
that matters the most in your life.  
 
What do you suppose that one thing is?  
 
Let’s walk with Jesus who, while on his way to Jerusalem, stops to visit Mary and 
Martha. You know the story – Martha has been working in the kitchen non-stop while 
Mary sits at Jesus’ feet – listening. Martha has just about had it with Mary – the kitchen 
is 34 degrees Celsius and heating up – there’s vegetables to peel and meat to slice – 
and she approaches Jesus: “Lord, do you not care that my sister has left me to do all the 
work by myself?  Tell her to help me.” And Jesus responds: “Martha, Martha, you are 
worried and distracted by many things; there is need of only one thing.”   
 
Often we understand that “one thing” to be time. Time for reflection upon life and what it 
all means – time for leaving the dishes to sit at the feet of Jesus. Time to simply “be” – 
instead of “doing.” But as compelling as we find this approach to the text, there is a 
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danger to it for we risk diminishing the importance of Martha’s busyness, and 
romanticizing Mary’s reflectiveness.  
 
“If we sensor Martha too harshly,” writes Fred Craddock, “she may abandon serving 
altogether. And if we commend Mary too profusely, she may sit there forever. There is a 
time to go and do. There is a time to listen and reflect. Knowing which and when is a 
matter of spiritual discernment.”  
 
Such discernment is key to this text – the ability to discern the time.  
 
Throughout Luke’s Gospel, the Kingdom of God, in the presence of Jesus, is continually 
drawing near. And when it draws near, we have the timely opportunity to receive if we 
discern what it is and recognize what matters the most.  
 
In Martha’s case, it’s not the busyness by itself that’s the concern, but the timing of it. 
Paul Tillich put it this way: “There are innumerable concerns in our lives and in human 
life generally which demand attention, devotion, passion. But they do not demand infinite 
attention, unconditional devotion, ultimate passion. They are important, often very 
important, for you and me and for the whole of humankind. But they are not ultimately 
important.” 
 
Sometimes the faithful thing to do is to drop everything and to sit still and listen like 
Mary. Other times the faithful thing to do is to get busy and to commit to some important 
task all of the ability and passion we can muster like Martha.  
 
And if we were to ask Jesus which 
of these two things we need more 
of: Mary’s reflectiveness or Martha’s 
activism I wonder if he wouldn’t 
simply answer, “yes.”   
 
One response is not better than the 
other. 
 
These summer days, be watchful 
for the ways in which the Kingdom, 
even now, is breaking in around 
you, perhaps in the form of a 
chance encounter with a person in 
need, or some mighty injustice that 
has gotten your attention. Or a 
spiritual awakening that puts you in 
touch with your beating heart. Or a 
thing of beauty reminding you the 
world is more than what we read in our newspapers. Who knows what form it will take, 
this Kingdom of God that is ever drawing near and coming among us? Look for it in the 
midst of the routines of your life; and pray for the ability to discern it when it draws near.  
 

Against the backdrop of 
jaggedly beautiful scenery, 
the man turns to Curly and 

says with longing: “Your 
life makes sense to you.”

Then, having discerned its presence, the rest is easy. You’ll know what to do next … 
only one thing. One thing 
 
By Larry Kochendorfer, Bishop, Synod of Alberta and the Territories   
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Two Services: Ordination and Installation  

Around the 
Synod 

 

 

 
 

 
Coming Events 

 
Sr. Seminarian, Anna Thede will be ordained and installed at 
Hosanna Lutheran, Edmonton on Saturday, Aug 24 at 3:30 p.m. 
 
Pastor Julianne Barlow will be installed as Assistant to the 
Bishop for Mission at First Lutheran, Calgary on Saturday, 
September 21 at 6:00 p.m. 
 
Two Events: Good Samaritan Society 
Annual Spirituality and Wholeness Workshops  
 
Speaking in Lethbridge is the Rev. George Handzo, senior 
consultant with The HealthCare Chaplaincy. Rev. Handzo is a 
prolific writer who has authored many articles and lectures on the 
practice of spiritual care.  Dr. Robert Neimeyer, a professor in the 
Department of Psychology, University of Memphis, will speak in 

Edmonton. He has published 25 books, including Grief and Bereavement in 
Contemporary Society: Bridging Research and Practice, is editor of Death Studies, and 
the recipient of numerous awards. Dr. Neimeyer is currently working to advance a more 
adequate theory of grieving as a meaning-making process. 
 

Lethbridge:  Friday, October 4, 2013 with Rev. George Handzo 
“Spirituality and Palliative Care”  
The Coast Lethbridge Hotel, 526 Mayor Magrath Drive South, Lethbridge, AB 
Early bird registration:  $80 by September 3 (regular: $99) 
 

Edmonton:  Friday, October 11 2013 with Dr. Robert A. Neimeyer, Ph.D 
“Grief and the Quest for Meaning: The Spiritual Arc of Tragic Loss”  
Our Lady of Perpetual Help, 13 Bower Drive, Sherwood Park. 
Early bird registration:  $80 by September 10 (regular: $99) 
For more information or to register for either workshop, please go to www.gss.org. 
 
Living Theology! (Retreat of Our Own in September) 
 
The 2013 "Living Theology" retreat (the re-named Retreat of Our Own) is September 20-
22 at St. Michael's Anglican in Canmore. 
 

The guest speaker is Rev. Dr. Kristine Ruffato, from Lutheran Theological Seminary in 
Saskatoon, and the theme for her sessions is "Good News from Old Texts". 
You can find details and registration information here: 
http://retreatofourown.wordpress.com/  
 

If you have any questions, please email Jon Stolee:  jon.stolee@me.com 
 
Got a Penny for Clean Water? Ford – Drive One 4 the Community 
 
Thursday September 12th at Our Saviour, 8831 Fairmount Dr SE Calgary, AB you can 
test drive a Ford and earn $20.00 for Got a Penny For Clean Water - a project to raise 
funds for clean water, medical aid and schools for Ngosuani, Kenya. Two youth at Our 
Saviour, Natasha and Arianna Tenor, are working with this project in conjunction with 
Free the Children. They have a website www.gotapenny.ca , a Facebook page, have 
been on television and have raised over $17,000. Their goal is $25,000. 
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Ecumenical Action: 
 

The Trinities Come Together: Anglicans and Lutherans hold joint 
Trinity Sunday service in Edmonton 
 

On May 26, 2013, Holy Trinity Old Strathcona joined with 
sister parish Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church for a 
combined Trinity Sunday service. Bishop Jane Alexander 
presided with participation from rector Chris Pappas, 
deacon Wayne Masliuk, and Trinity Lutheran Pastor 
Markus Wilhelm. Choristers and servers came from both 
churches. 
 
The Liturgy of the Word was said using the Lutheran rite 
at Trinity Lutheran, with the Bishop preaching. This year, 
the service was conducted entirely in English, rather than 
in both English and German as in the past. Psalm 8 was 
sung by the joint choir using traditional Anglican 
plainchant 
 
The joint congregation processed on foot from Trinity 
Lutheran to Holy Trinity, led by guitar-strumming 
musicians from both parishes. The procession stopped 
traffic crossing Whyte Avenue, as people looked with 
interest from their cars. The eucharist was started with 
Hail Thee, Festival Day. People took communion to 
Bach’s Adagio and Mozart’s Ave Verum, and a communal 
lunch was held in the basement after the service. 
 
The joint service is one of the tangible ways the two 
congregations have put the Waterloo Declaration of 2001 
into action. The declaration notes that since 1995, 
neighbouring Anglican and Lutheran congregations have 
been urged to hold at least one joint eucharist a year and 
undertake joint ministry projects. Holy Trinity and Trinity 
Lutheran walk together sharing one faith in full 

communion with each other. The two churches come together several times a year for 
Easter Vigils, preacher swaps, joint faith discussions and the traditional Trinity Sunday 
Whyte Avenue procession and joint service. 
 
By Imai Welch, Holy Trinity Anglican Church, Edmonton 
 
 

Anglican, Bishop Jane Alexander 

Lutheran, Rev. Markus Wilhelm 
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Wonderful Opportunities:    Rev. Ryan Anderson had a productive conversation 
with two men from the “Men’s Breakfast Group” at Advent Lutheran, Calgary. 
Discussion went from local and global poverty issues to “greening the church”.  
 
He said, “At the end of this conversation what struck me is the amazing potential we 
have. In all of our churches there are many groups like our Men’s Breakfast group. 
There are Sunday schools, youth groups, ladies bible studies, the list goes on. On 
the other side there are many good organizations that would love to partner with 
such church groups. What wonderful opportunities there are for us to learn about the 
issues in our communities and to make a difference.” 
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Snapshots from Colombia 
 

 
Rev. Dittmar and Pat 
Mader Mundel of 
Camrose, AB spent 4 
weeks in Colombia from 
March to April, teaching 
Luther’s hermeneutics, 
leading workshops for 
deacons from all regions 
of the country, and above 
all learning from the 
Colombian Lutherans 
what it means to be the 
church in mission to 
others. Below, Rev. 
Mundel presents two 
verbal “snapshots” of 
their time in Colombia. 
 
1. Atahualpa, director of 
theological education, 
Pat and I walk up the 
steep slope of El Codito 
with the young pastor 
Diana Lodoño, whose 
“Mighty Fortress” church 
is located in this marginal 
zone in the northern part 
of the capital Bogotá, a 
city of over 8 million 

people. In the 1960’s people displaced by many of the internal conflicts in Colombia 
squatted here and gradually built more solid housing. The City eventually constructed 
some paved roads and a school. 

Climbing the stairs of El Codito. (l to r) 
Pastor Atahualpa, Pastor Diana Lodono, 
and Pat Mader Mündel. 
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Huffing after the long climb up endless stairs …or is it the altitude over 2600 meters … 
we arrive at a tiny house that contains a kitchen and a bedroom. A young man exits as 
we enter. Inside we find a woman, connected to oxygen, lying on the only bed in the 
house. She had just been returned from hospital. She is dying of cancer. She is alone. 
She tells us that her 12 and 13 year-old children have gone to the internet café after 
school and that one of her sons is AWOL from his military service. We chat together, 
then pastor Diana prays with the woman and Pat and I sing a blessing.  
 
It is night when we go back out onto the street, which only a week ago had been blocked 
to all buses because of drug fights in the neighbourhood. A woman leans out from an 
upstairs window of a neighbouring house and greets Diana warmly: the congregation’s 
treasurer. A nursing student, who had joined us, invites us to her grandmother’s, and we 
pass by a few more tiny houses along the street. We enter a single room at street level. 
There is a hole in the floor with some nearly invisible stairs and no railings leading to a 
lower sitting room. Here we meet the grandmother, who had just been reading 2 
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Timothy. We have hot chocolate and 
buns together. “I can’t remember so 
well what Paul wrote here”, she 
says, mildly complaining of her age. 
She serves on church council.  
 
After conversations about Canada, 
prayers and a blessing, the four of 
us leave and take the bus down from 
El Codito to the terminal of the rapid 
transit bus-system, the 
Transmillenio, which takes us 
“home” near the IELCO office. What 
a ministry of presence pastor Diana 
has in this area. She walks about in 
total security of faith and has such a 
caring relationship with the people of 
this zone. She earns about $400 a 
month, half of which comes from the 
synod. 

Children of the Vid Verdadera Centre, learning to 
sing “Head and Shoulders, Knees and Toes”. 

 
2. Martha Wilches, director of 
diaconal ministries, drives us 
expertly through the heavy traffic to 
the south of Bogotá, to another 
marginal zone where we visit the 
“Vid Verdadera”, (the true vine) 
Centre of IELCO. In one room, 
children ages 18 months to about 3 
years old are building a craft 
involving a lot of glue. In the next 
room 3 to 5 year olds are involved in 
pre-literacy activities and then 
dance for us. These are the children 
of marginalized, displaced people 

who get not only some stability to their lives in the daily routines, but also get a 
marvelous “almuerzo” … a warm, diverse lunch, the main meal of the day. A little boy 
says grace. He has so many things to pray and be thankful for, that one of the teachers 
tells him that this is probably enough for now, so we can begin eating!  

 

The women of Vid Verdadera were proud to show 
their crafts to Pat Mader Mündel (right). 
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A floor higher, women are making crafts. They are proud to show us what they have 
made out of a variety of materials from paper to plastic – products they are getting ready 
for sale. The congregation “By Faith Alone” that started this ministry many years back, 
only recently acquired a former mechanic shop and converted it into a church. The 
ministry to the poor and marginalized came first, even if it meant renting space for 
worship for many years.  
  
We can learn much about “how to be the church” from our Colombian Companion 
Synod. 
 
By Rev. Dittmar Mündel, Augustana Faculty, U of A
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Update on a Mission Trip to Kenya 
 
In February ten participants from 
Lutheran Church of Our Saviour, 
Calgary traveled to the Dandora 
community in Nairobi, Kenya. They 
went to renovate the Raven 
Education Centre, an early 
childhood development school 
sponsored through People For 
Progress Foundation (Mary-Ann 
Stushnoff - founder and 
chairperson). A damaged front wall 
was demolished and replaced, two 
classrooms were enlarged and a 
third built, the roof repaired, a 
storeroom added, and most 
importantly, they got to know the 
people who lived there. 
 

Ron Bennett says, “If one thing 
stands out from this mission trip, it 
was the way things worked out in 
spite of how out of control and 
uncoordinated the situation 
sometimes seemed or was 
perceived by our western 
mentality. Things didn't always go 
the way we wanted. Materials and 
supplies weren't always there 
when we wanted them to be. 
Things didn't always happen 
according to our timetable.  
 
But, it wasn't about us, about our 
expectations, our abilities or our 
planning. It wasn't about us being 
in control. It was about God's timing and God being in control. And when He enables and 
supports and encourages, then things happen. And while all these amazing things 
happened with the building, something else truly beautiful happened as well. 
Relationships happened. Trust was built. Hope was given a solid foundation. And the 
concept of sustainability for the school and other projects became a reality to the 
communities involved. The vision of a better future was given root both in the community 
and in the minds and hearts of the people. God was at work … through us, through 
every team member, through hired workers, through the students and staff, through the 
children and through the home front supporters and prayer warriors. Through everyone.” 

 

Raven Education Centre, Nairobi, Kenya – Front wall, 
before. 

Front wall after renovations – with a visibly “Canadian” 
touch. 

“How beauteous mankind is!  
O brave new world that has such people in it.” 

 

                                                                                                      William Shakespeare, The Tempest 
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Sent Forth to Make Disciples … The Basic Work of the Church 
 
What is the basic work of the Church? In the past 
centuries the Church has primarily worked from within 
its structures. In this part of the world the 
presupposition has been that the Church’s leaders are 
trained to work from within the context of the 
denomination. These days the world around us is 
going through huge change and uncertainty. One of 
the things happening is a mass exodus from the 
established Church. This has caused a crisis and a 
reconsideration of what the church’s mandate is and 
how to do it. We are sent forth to make disciples. 
However, pastors and members have not been 
trained in how to accomplish this vital work. 
 

“Discipleship and Mission”, a course on this important 
subject, was offered by the Saskatchewan Synod April 

9 -12, 2013 and lead by The Rev. Ernie Hinojosa, Director of Evangelical Mission in the 
North Carolina Synod. This was a course designed to provide useable tools and 
teaching about how to cultivate discipleship within the context of a small group setting. 
The premise is that discipleship builds church …not the other way around. Active 
disciples will go out and invite others into the community of Christ. In this age of 
declining membership, this approach is a way of turning that around. As such, the very 
future of the Church is related to how well its members cultivate discipleship. 
Discipleship and mission are intimately connected. 
 

A study of Jesus’ work of making disciples was employed as a model of how to nurture 
discipleship. Fundamental to the whole process is relationship with others and with 
Jesus, which includes both invitation and challenge. 
 

A series of diagrams were designed to teach discipleship within the context of small 
groups called “huddles”. These visual tools of teaching are utilized as means of 
discussion and sharing. The images aid in remembering and accessing the teaching 
they provide and as a means of developing depth and understanding within the context 
of relationships. Once the members of the huddle have learned and become proficient in 
using these tools they then can move out and start another group, expanding the 
community and the expanding development of discipleship. 
 

Following the training attendees were invited to join a huddle with Ernie via phone in 
order to learn the diagrams more fully and to use them within the group in preparation for 
starting huddles in our own communities. 
 

This straightforward method of training for discipleship has been used with positive 
results around the world. The visuals are practical touchstones that can be easily 
recalled and referenced. It is beneficial to have a “hands-on” tool to use in the important 
task of developing discipleship. A number of those who have taken this training have 
been enthusiastic in their response to it and have found it to be personally beneficial. 
 

October 22-25 the Saskatchewan Synod will host Discipleship and Mission at St. Mark’s 
in Regina. For information call 306-244-2474 or email sksynod@elcic.ca. Rev. Ali Tote is 
organizing this training opportunity and can answer further questions at 306-242-4042. 
 

Rev. Ernie Hinojosa Fi
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By Rev. Julianna Wehrfritz-Hanson, St. Peter, Medicine Hat
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Reflections on “Discipleship and Mission” From Nov. 2012 
 
Pastor Rick and Bev Chappell, Trinity, Westlock:  Rev. Ernie Hinojosa gave us a 
foundation and an idea of what growing disciples looks like. He did this through 
discussion and through modeling for us what Jesus did. In a short period of time our 
group developed a strong sense of trust and connection. We found ourselves sharing 
with one another the joys and challenges of our lives. Early in the week Pastor Ernie 
shared with us the reality of “kairos” time from Mark 1:15. “Kairos” moments are those 
times when God reveals something to us. For example, when God spoke to Moses at 
the burning bush, it was a “kairos” moment. Ernie encouraged us to view any time that 
we get a new insight from, or about God, as a “kairos” moment. With this knowledge we 
began to recognize “kairos” moments all around us. Moments when we learned 
something new, or we could see God working among us. God was breaking into our time 
and space, revealing things to us. We encountered God in our midst. 
 
Rev. Chris Nojonen and Mr. Graham Brubacher, Shared Ministry of Rocky 
Mountain Lutheran and Holy Trinity Anglican:  We were a group of about thirty and 
largely unknown to each other in the beginning, but very quickly there was an amazing, 
some might say miraculous, sense of community among us as we sought God’s 
direction for our challenged churches. Having pastors and laity together reminded us 
that the work of mission belongs to the whole people of God – the priesthood of all 
believers – and as we shared our hopes and dreams, our fears and frustrations, we were 
struck by the honesty and vulnerability of the participants. Nobody was showboating. 
Rather, we were humbly acknowledging that we are in desperate need of God’s help to 
address situations that are so much beyond our puny strength. We went home with a 
renewed sense of hope in what God can do – even through such a flawed humanity as 
us. We were reminded that Jesus commissioned us to make disciples – and we were 
given tools to equip us for that task. 
 
Mark Rintoul, Ascension, Edmonton:  My journey over the past 4-5 years has taken 
me to Ascension Lutheran, where I was welcomed, but at the same time challenged to 
do more than sit in the pew. I, as well as many others, am learning to reach out to 
people in our faith community and outside of our church. The principles taught at this 
discipleship mission course will help me to build on and continue my journey in the 
direction God wants me/our community to go. This is not a program, it is a window to 
look through to help guide me, remind me, humble me, and realize this is God’s Church. 
 
Rev. Barbara Groote, Ascension, Edmonton:  The Church is seeing great changes. 
Not just the ELCIC, but the One Church. And we can’t ignore this breath of renewal, this 
wind of change any longer. The main focus of this intensive was for the Church to open 
up to those around us, to reach out, and to bring the Gospel to those who need to hear it 
instead of waiting for them to come. We learned to apply “LifeShapes”, a helpful tool for 
putting common-sense principles in an easy-to-understand language and uncovering 
patterns that congregations have developed over time. I like this approach a lot because 
it doesn’t promote that all that has been done so far in our parishes is wrong and we 
need to just apply this model and things will be fine. This model supports communities 
and their leaders to discern and explore together how to adapt to the changes within and 
outside of our context – keeping always the two foundational questions of the Church in 
mind: Why are we here, and what is God calling us to do? 
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Rose Boyle, Our Saviour, Edmonton:  I learned to work from rest as opposed to 
resting from work. This came from Pastor Ernie’s reflection on the order of Creation and 
the importance of Sabbath. Like so many others, I put work first and only rest when 
absolutely everything has been completed. This is true of my spiritual, work and 
personal life. I end up so fatigued that it is impossible to enjoy my time of rest. Now I 
realize the importance of resting and abiding before setting off to work. This time will 
allow rejuvenation, reflection and the ability to listen to who God is calling me to be and 
what God is calling me to do. 
 
Rev. Phil Penrod, Our Saviour, Edmonton:  For some time now I have been harboring 
the instinct that the affairs of the ELCIC, and particularly those of the Synod of Alberta 
and the Territories, have been too much focused on questions of survival. Now, I do not 
deny that we are living in an era besought by rapid socio-cultural changes that have 
served to shake the institutional structures of the Church to the core. Nor do I wish to 
minimize the feelings of anxiety and grief that these changes and challenges raise up in 
us as individuals and communities of faith. What I do take issue with is the fact that in 
our conversations and decision making related to policy change and structural renewal 
we have too often allowed ourselves to become obsessed with not dying.   
 
How, I ask, is it that we Lutherans can profess the centrality of Christ’s cross in 
understanding who God is and how God acts to birth healing and wholeness into the 
world, on the one hand, while on the other we doggedly deny that God might be calling 
us to die to old ways in order to know resurrection and the Reign of God more fully?  
 
These are some of the attitudes and questions I brought with me to the Lutheran 
Theological Seminary in Saskatoon to participate in the Discipleship and Mission 
Course. What a breath of fresh air this gathering was! 
 
During the week, representatives from across Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba not 
only learned about theories for how we might renew the church … we actually 
experienced the Holy Spirit active and stirring up new life and hope.   
 
How did this come to pass?  First, we were called to be honest about the death and 
decline we are experiencing. We were challenged to see in the struggles facing our 
institutions a holy call to die to an understanding that we are charged with building God’s 
church. Rather, Rev. Hinojosa encouraged us to focus on the charge to “Go and make 
disciples…” [Matt 28:19]. 
 
Second, we were invited to look closely at how Jesus worked to make disciples. More to 
the point, we learned that one of the ways we have failed in our calling is that we have 
too often failed to learn from Jesus how to make disciples who make disciples.   
 
Third, we were challenged to see God at work in our various contexts to bring forth new 
life out of scarcity and death.  
 
I have come away from this event with clear eyes to see that this difficult time in our 
collective history is also an opportune time [kairos], through which God is calling us to 
“repent and believe the good news” [Mark 1:15]. What is this Good News? It is both 
simple and hard. Since Jesus has taken the sting out of death for us, we are freed from 
preoccupation with not dying. We are freed for giving ourselves away for the good of 
others to the glory of God.  
 
In short, being “In Mission For Others” means both dying and rising. 
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Spirit of Grace, Brooks – Official ABT Synod Congregation 
 

The weekend of May 
25 and 26 were days 
of celebration for the 
Spirit of Grace 
Lutheran Mission in 
Brooks, AB. Saturday 
at 2 PM, Bishop Larry 
Kochendorfer met with 
the Service Committee 
to discuss some 
business matters prior 
to the Organization 
meeting. At 3 PM, the 
community was invited 
to meet with Bishop 
Larry to adopt a 
constitution and by-
laws; sign the Charter 

Document; elect the first church council; and adopt a budget for the remainder this 
calendar year. These are the necessary steps toward becoming an official congregation 
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada. 
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Rev Darryl Roste 
and Spirit of Grace

Following is the Charter Statement that was adopted and signed: "The congregation of 
Spirit of Grace Lutheran Church, a member of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of 
Canada, is bound together by a mutual desire to live together in faith by sharing Christ's 
love and serving others in the name of Christ. We see our mission as providing a 
welcoming, inviting and safe environment which inspires all members of our community 
and guided by the Holy Spirit, inspires in all a love of God and the security of Christ’s 
loving forgiveness and grace.” 

On Sunday, Spirit of Grace celebrated as an official congregation of the Synod of Alberta 
and the Territories. The congregation gathered in the band room of the Brooks 
Composite High School which functions quite well as a worship space, especially after 
the talented set-up people work their “magic” to transform the space into a sanctuary.   

We were honored by the presence of the Anglican Bishop of the Calgary Diocese, Rev. 
Greg Kerr Wilson who shared a greeting. Other clergy were Conference Dean Reg Berg 
and Sherry; Pastor David Glawe, and Sherry-Lynne, Pastor Jeff Decelle, Deanna and 
their children; and Pastors Garth and Julianna Wehrfritz Hanson. Several visitors 
traveled many kilometers to share in the festive service.                         

After the service of organization, there was applause, some tears (of happiness), many 
smiles, hugs, and wishes of congratulations. The new congregation gives genuine 
thanks to everyone who has assisted in its development. Please continue to remember 
us in your prayers as we move forward in mission.   

I give thanks to God for the positive spirit and energy in this talented, loving group of 
God's people. A special thanks to our Bishop Larry for his words of encouragement and 
hope to us in the message. Thanks to all who sent their greetings, prayers and well 
wishes.  What more can we say than “Thanks be to God for Abundant Grace”?                 
By Pastor Darryl Roste, Interim Pastor at Spirit of Grace.   
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Musings: From the February ELCIC Canadian Mission Consultation 
 
Structural renewal.  

Rev. Julianne Barlow 

  A
B

T synod file photo 

Didn’t that come to an end when synods 
disagreed with the reorganization plan? 
 

Synodically recognized ministries?  
I just heard this phrase for the first time in 
February! 
 

An area model for mission and ministry.  
What does this all mean? 
 
We wrestle with the implications of 
necessary changes and the uncertainty of 
what it may mean to the church. As I hear 
stories and hopes for renewal and 
restructuring, unfolding for local ministries, 
for synods and as a national body, a hope-
filled excitement bubbles. 
 
National changes open up possibilities: 
At the National ELCIC Convention in July 2013, the revisions to the constitution and 
bylaws of the National Church were given first reading. In her letter about necessary 
changes, Bishop Susan Johnson writes “The Constitution will only describe the “who and 
what” the ELCIC is. All the details of “how” things happen are moved to the 
Administrative Bylaws.” The bylaws regarding the size and frequency of the national 
convention, the size of National Church Council, and the composition and terms of the 
officers of the church will be amended.  
 
These wider church changes open the possibilities for each Synod to engage in local 
mission and ministry in more flexible and fluid ways: 

• In the future, the suggestion is that delegates to the national convention will be 
elected at Synod conventions making the current, legislative, conference model 
no longer necessary. This opens up the possibility for something new – perhaps 
what has been called an “area”  (other suggestions include network, collective, 
sheaves, cooperative, cohort, consort, cluster, companions or conferences)  

• Smaller ministry groups, historically too small to be a congregation, will be 
recognized opening up a variety of possibilities. 

 
Ministry possibilities in our Synod: 
A recent survey (thanks to all who responded) about a successful “area” model of 
mission and ministry revealed hopes and concerns. People spoke about the possibilities 
of increased sharing, widening the scope of ministry, better accountability, and 
broadening the understanding of what it means to be church. We said we can celebrate 
the differing gifts God has given us in this synod and that we are committed, willing, 
experienced in dealing with controversy and simple better together.  
 
We heard it is important to consider the difficulties we may face. Specifically we need to 
pay attention to the fear of being outside the box, a scarcity worldview, a fear of the 
neighbour’s success and all that change brings. Owning the vision, giving permission 
and time, as well as increased communication about the why and how will help us to see 
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“areas” are as important as “congregations.” Courage, a proactive approach, and 
training with ongoing support for facilitators are paramount to a successful transition.  
 
At the Consultation in late February, these insights were added to those from other 
synods. Discussions, conversations, stories, hopes, and prayers were shared. It was 
agreed that God is already at work in and through the church and an important focus for 
our church is on discerning “to what God is calling us” and looking to do that 
collaborative ministry in community. We will be attentive to the other; collaborate around 
shared ministry goals and need a process to identify, lift up and call out the leaders. 
 
Therefore, since we are justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord 
Jesus Christ, through whom we have obtained access to this grace in which we stand; 
and we boast in our hope of sharing the glory of God. And not only that, but we also 
boast in our sufferings, knowing that suffering produces endurance, and endurance 
produces character, and character produces hope, and hope does not disappoint us, 
because God’s love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has 
been given to us. Romans 5:1-5 NRSV 
 
It is with trust in God and hope in God’s promises that we join in God’s work in the world. 
Amen. 
 
By Pastor Julianne Barlow, ABT participant in the Missions Consultation, Winnipeg, Feb, 2013 
 

Rev. Ryan Anderson Reflects on Justice 
 
“He has told you, O mortal, what is good and what does the 
 Lord require of you but to do justice, to love tenderly and to 
 walk humbly with your God.” Micah 6:7-8 
 
We must always remember that the work of justice is at the heart  
of what the Gospel looks like when it is lived out. What the words  
above from Micah, along with the life and teachings of Jesus  
show us is that at the heart of our faith is the love of God poured  
out for us and then through us to others. Justice is simply love  
lived out at the level of our communities and public life. In Micah  
loving tenderly and doing justice are the human side of what is 
required of us. The work of justice is what living out the good news that all people are 
loved unconditionally by God, looks like. This is why justice and the work of justice is at 
the very heart of the Gospel and what we are called to as a church and as Christians. 
 
Justice is also something we are never called to on our own. Since justice is what love 
looks like in our communities, justice is always something we work towards with others. 
No one has enough gifts to do it all on their own. No one is so needy that they have 
nothing to give. Therefore, always look for those that God is calling you to work with. 
Who is God calling you to struggle along side with? Who are the companions God is 
giving you for your journey? 
 
Finally, I believe that we as a church are called to a time of renewal. Love and justice 
along with a deepening relationship with God are what Christianity looks like when it is 
alive and thriving. I believe with all my heart that for us to be renewed as a church, it is 
these three things that will need to be at the heart of what we become. 
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Spiritual Leadership – Rev. Dr. N. Graham Standish 
 
April 20 – May 2 the Rev. Dr. N. Graham Standish, 
Presbyterian pastor, professor, counselor, spiritual 
director, and popular Alban Institute author was in 
Edmonton, AB at the Providence Renewal Centre. 
The seminar, ”Spiritual Leadership”, was designed 
to equip pastors and lay leaders for leadership that 
helps the congregation connect deeply with its 
spiritual centre and, in turn, to become a place of 
spiritual sustenance for others.  
 
Following are comments from three Synod of 
Alberta and the Territories rostered leaders who 
attended the seminar. 
 
Rev. Jeff Decelle, Edberg/New Norway and 
Bashaw: One of the things that I took away from 
the Spiritual Leadership Event is just how difficult 
discernment is - that there isn’t a series of five steps 

that will lead us to the right answer but instead it is fostered by an openness to God’s 
Spirit and the patience to truly listen. In my council meetings, we rarely ask the question 
out loud: “What is God calling us to do?” We pray at the beginning of meetings and then 
operate with God in the background - rather than being intentional about praying 
throughout and truly asking - “Do we sense that God is leading us to do this?” - whether 
that’s changing carpet colours or beginning a new ministry or considering the 
budget. Spiritual discernment begins with the recognition that God is everywhere, that 
God is found in the voices of all in our congregations, and that we discern God’s purpose 
together - not with five simple steps, but with a prayerful listening to God at work in each 
of us, and an openness in faith to wherever God is leading. 
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Rev. Dr. Julianne Barlow, First, Calgary: A three day presentation by Rev. Dr. N. 
Graham Standish on Leading Spiritual Formation, suggested the church in North 
America would benefit by returning intentionally to the spiritual practices of prayer. He 
offered participants a variety of prayer practices, including the idea of prayerful 
discernment as the life-giving approach to decision making in councils and committees. 
Standish also spoke about the need for congregations to offer "spirituality" for people 
who reject the religiosity they see in the church. One participant suggested his books are 
well worth reading, as they are particularly helpful in re-framing the ways we interact with 
each other in the church. 
 
Rev. Tim Wray, St. Peters, Millet: I attended the Spiritual Leadership course with the 
hope of growing as a pastor. Congregations and their leaders are to be constantly 
seeking God's will but rarely do they receive training in this area. It was good to take a 
few days to expand my repertoire of practice and teaching on prayerful discernment. I 
took a lot of encourage-ment from the stories of congregations who have taken the time 
to listen for God's leading and who were able to move in a direction with peace and 
confidence because of it. Amid the changes of the last few decades, many Christians 
have lost some of that confidence. What better time than now to humbly submit 
ourselves and our congregations to God's leading? I will take this material back to my 
council meetings, worship services, teaching sessions and personal life.  
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Synod Youth SHINE at Camp Caroline May 17 - 20  
 
This past winter, I had the great 
privilege of working with talented 
and faithful people from around the 
synod to craft the theme and 
deliver the keynote presentations 
at SHINE - the 2013 Synod Youth 
Gathering in the beautiful re-
creative space at Camp Caroline. 
 
When our work turned to the 
design of a poster, the theme 
came alive for me in a new way. 
The graphic culminated in the word 
SHINE, well ... shining as the 

flame of a baptismal candle with other words making up its illuminating sphere. 
 
Joy, hope, strength, calm, perseverance, peace, love, life ... all beautiful, unimposing 
words: NICE words, if not terribly compelling. But, if you allowed your eye to wander a 
bit, there were more words; uninvited words - even DARK words. Fear, weak, pain, 
violence, war, temptation, despair ... death.  Some might be surprised that anyone at all 
chose to come out to this gathering, but not me. You see, one of the things I prize most 
about being an aspiring (and very fallible) theologian of Christ's cross is that we have the 
great freedom to "call a thing what it truly is" in the words of Martin Luther. 
 
And so it was that a brave band of baptized Children of God-most-high, gathered in the 
foothills of creation to learn about the powerful light that we have received so freely and 
be transformed to Shine by becoming reflective agents of God's grace to a world that is 
too often dark. Together we were awestruck by the invitation we hold, having passed 
through the birthing waters of Holy Baptism, to be co-workers with Christ-Jesus in 
improvising our parts in God's miraculous and unfolding drama to restore all of creation 
to its goodness. 
 
Let your light so shine before others that they may see your good works and glorify your 
Father in heaven! 
 
Shine On! 
 
By Pastor Phil Penrod, Our Saviour, Edmonton 
 

 

                Ready …                                            Set …                                         Shine On! 
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A History of Grace in Edson … The Church Turns 50 
 
Grace Lutheran Church had its 
beginnings in 1928 when Alvin 
Raduenz began holding worship 
services in people’s homes, but 
the depression brought an end to 
this early mission work. 
 
It was not until 1954 that the 
work in Edson was begun again. 
At this time the Rev. M. J. Bruer, 
who was pastor of Grace 
Lutheran Church, Edmonton, 
began coming out every other 
week to hold services, beginning in 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford 
Bell. Services were moved to the Anglican Parish Hall and later still to the new Christian 
Reformed Church building. Rev. Bruer continued his work in this area until his sudden 
death in late November of 1957. In his memory, the Edson congregation chose the 
name Grace Lutheran. 

 

A newspaper clipping showing Pastor G. E. Mueller at 
the dedication service of Grace Lutheran Church. 

 
Grace, Edson from the earliest years onward was part of a larger parish called Lutheran 
Central Parish and included congregations in Edson, Hinton, Jasper and after 1973, 
Grande Cache. 
 
In March of 1959, Grace Edson was incorporated. Pastor Gib Mueller became the 
minister of the parish in 1961 and was Edson's first resident Lutheran minister. 
Construction of the present building began on October 3, 1962. The cornerstone was 
laid on December 1st, and the dedication service, the first service in the new building, 
took place on March 1, 1964. 
 
The congregation was to grow suddenly and sizably in 1967 when St. Paul's Lutheran 
Church, Rosevear was disbanded and many of its members joined Grace, Edson. 
 
August 15, 1978 saw retirement of the loan on the church building and was marked with 
a mortgage burning service on October 1st of that year. 
 
During 1982, the congregations of Lutheran Central Parish voted to disband the parish 
and realign themselves with Hinton-Jasper being a dual parish and Edson and Grande 
Cache independent congregations. Meanwhile at the annual congregational meeting in 
November, 1982, the members of Grace, Edson, voted to no longer request subsidy 
from the Alberta-British Columbia District Board of Missions, thus becoming a self 
supporting congregation in their first independent year. 
 
In 1988, Grace, Edson realigned with the ELCIC (Evangelical Lutheran Church in 
Canada). Ministers and interns who have served at Grace, Edson since Pastor Mueller 
left in 1964 include: Rev. John Eckstedt, Rev. Baldwin Camin, Rev. Leo Kostizen, Rev. 
Larry Mackay, Rev. Doug Heine, Steve Forbes, Kevin Scott, Michael Kurtz, Rev. Ed 
Chell, Rev. Trish Schmermund, Rev. Sean Bell and present minister, Rev. Ann Salmon. 
 
By Carl Tews, Grace Lutheran, Edson 
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Good Shepherd, High River, Surfaces after June 20-21 Flood 
 
It wasn't until 10 days after the flooding that we got back into the church to survey the 
damage, and discovered that there had been 18 inches of water throughout the building. 
A deep layer of slippery mud covered every square inch of the church, and we wondered 
how we would ever manage to recover, especially when so many of our members 
had suffered their own losses. Indeed, many are still living in hotel rooms, staying with 
friends, or in their RVs, while they await news about their homes and arrange rebuilding. 
 

Our church was blessed when 
some 40-50 volunteers from 
Lutheran churches came out on 
July 8th for a work-bee. Over 
10,000 lbs. of soggy debris was 
shoveled out, loaded up, and 
brought to the dump. That same 
day we found out that we did 
have some flood insurance, but 
will still have $40,000 - 
$50,000 in uninsured losses. 
The Alberta Synod has initiated 
a special appeal whereby 
congregations and individuals 

can make donations to the Synod for "Good Shepherd 
Lutheran Flood Restoration."  
 
While many people gave to CLWR, those donations are 
not ordinarily used to rebuild churches, so we are 
working with CLWR to provide some co-ordination and 
support for the NGO's (Non Governmental Organiza-
tions) working in Disaster Response in High River. 
 
At the present time (early August) our church is 
completely emptied, and stripped down to the studs in 
the walls. It will need a complete rebuilding of 
the interior. Every last bit of furniture in the fellowship 
hall will need replacing. Fortunately, our pews are made 
of solid oak, so they will survive. We are still waiting to 
see how much damage was sustained by our historic 
pipe organ.   
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Volunteer “Worker Bees” 

The greatest suffering, though, has come to our members who (like so many thousands 
in High River) have lost so much to the flooding. Families are experiencing great anxiety 
about the future. While this might have been the worst summer our members have ever 
had, we are hopeful as we remember the verses from Isaiah 43 - "Do not fear, for I have 
redeemed you: I have called you by name. You are mine. When you pass through the 
waters, I will be with you; and through the rivers, they will not overwhelm you... For I am 
the Lord your God, the Holy One of Israel, your Saviour." 
  
We thank you for your prayers, your volunteer hours, and your financial support, all 
of which are helping us rebuild. 
  By Rev. Klaus Ohlhoff, Good Shepherd, High River 
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Celebrations IS A PUBLICATION  
OF THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE  
OF THE SYNOD OF ALBERTA AND THE 

TERRITORIES. 
 
ITS PURPOSE is…  
...to connect the people and congregations of our synod.
 

...to provide a forum for celebrating the people, places 
  and mission of the congregations in our synod. 
 

...to help us learn from each other and encourage each 
  other in our work for Jesus Christ. 
 
SUBMIT articles and photos about the life, work and 
mission of the congregations of our synod to the
Celebrations editor, Colleen McGinnis at: 

mail@caelinartworks.com 
4728 – 50 Avenue 
Wetaskiwin, AB T9A 0R7 
780-352-3519 

 

Please include name, phone number and email or 
address with all submissions. All submissions will also 
be considered for the ABT Synod section in Canada 
Lutheran.  
 
Celebrations IS COPYRIGHTED to the Synod of Alberta 
and    the    Territories.    However,    photocopies    of  

 

Celebrations are encouraged for use in the 
congregations of our synod. 
 

Celebrations may not be republished in print or 
posted to a website outside of the congregations of our 
synod, either in whole or in part, without the express 
permission of the Synod – abtsynod@elcic.ca.  

 

Upcoming Lay Pastoral Assistant Courses 
 

Food Fights in the Church … offered by The Rev. Dr. Gordon Jensen  
 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 at Peace Lutheran Church, Leduc  
 

Pastor Gordon writes: “Food fights in the church are not fun. No, I don’t mean the fights 
over whose potluck recipe is the best. Rather, the food fights we will be talking about take 
place around the Lord’s table,and the fighting has been over the Supper of the Lord. In 
this course, we will explore the fights people had in the 16th century and the fights we 
have at the present, over how we understand the Lord’s Supper.  

 

We will talk about appetizers like 
‘transubstantiation’ or ‘consubstantiation’, 
and move on to the disputes over the 
main course, ‘real presence’. What did it 
mean for the reformers of the 16th 
century, and how does it affect us? For 
dessert, we will talk about worthy, 
unworthy and ungodly eating, downing it 
with a discussion of healthy practices 
today.” 
 

Power of Poetry:  Psalms - a 
Resource for the Ministry of Life  
 

offered by The Rev. Dr. Kristine Ruffatto  
 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 at  
Holy Spirit Lutheran Church, Edmonton.  
 

The sacred prayed poetry of the Bible is a 
precious and under-used resource. What 
can we gain from these ancient prayers of 
joy, sorrow, frustration, despair and even 
rage? What do these poems say about 
God and God’s people, and how does the 
speaking of them form faith and shape 
present reality?  
 

We will explore the power of biblical 
poetic prayer for the life of faith, its useful-
ness in pastoral care and counselling, as 
well as the richness of this evocative and 
even provocative language. 
 
The fee is $75 for each LPA course – 
payable to “Alberta Synod”. All graduates 
of the course are welcome to participate 
at a reduced fee of $25. Bring a bag lunch 
or join a group who will go to a nearby 
restaurant.  
 
Register as soon as possible by calling 
the synod office (780) 439-2636 or 1-866-
430-2636 or e-mailing: svilletard@elcic.ca

 
 

Congratulations to … 
 

Rev. Dr. James Hendricksen  
 
 

of Hosanna Lutheran, Edmonton, 
who recently completed a Doctor of 
Ministry degree from Luther Seminary, 
St. Paul, MN, in a graduation ceremony 
on Sunday, May 19th.   
 
 

His thesis: “Tilling the Good Soil: Faith 
Formation Through a Christian Preschool” 
 


